
Extract One 
You hear two people on a current affairs programme discussing a controversial television
advertisement.
1 What do the two speakers agree about?

A The ad is targeted at men.
B The Super Bowl ads are getting worse.
C The ad failed to win new customers.

2 What did the advertisement feature according to the speaker?
A a man presenting a box of flowers to a woman
B a gift that turned out to be rather rude
C talking flowers in a decorative glass vase

Extract Two 
You hear an interview of a woman discussing New York designer Zac Posen at New York's
Fashion Week.
3 How does the interviewer describe the temperature at Fashion Week?

A It's cold.
B It's exciting.
C It's getting warmer.

4 How does Posen differ from his peers?
A He is more creative than them.
B He started his own business early.
C He draws his inspiration from nature. 

Extract Three 
You hear an interview of the painter Paul Rimmington who lives in Helsinki, Finland.
5 How does the host expect listeners to examine Rimmington's work?

A by visiting his website
B by coming to Helsinki
C through in-depth interviewing

6 How does Rimmington still feel connected to Britain?
A His painting commissions mostly come from the UK.
B Finns treat him more as a Brit than as a Finn.
C His painting technique is influenced by working in Sheffield.
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You will hear three different extracts. For questions 1–6, choose the answer (A, B or C) which fits
best according to what you hear. There are two questions for each extract.
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